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A writer with a story to tell that is not very fresh usually ekes it out by
referring as much as possible to surrounding objects.—h. james.
She had contrived, taking one year with another, to eke out a tolerably
sufficient living since her husband's demise,—dickens.
Yes, we do believe, or would the clergy eke out an existence which is
not far removed from poverty ?—Daily Telegraph.
Next, some isolated illustrations of our present heading:
'There are many things in the commonwealth of Nowhere, which I
rather wish than hope to see adopted incur own/ Itwas with these words
of characteristic irony that More closed the great work.—j, R. GREEN.
The word irony is one of the worst abused in the language; but
it was surely never more gratuitously imported than in this
passage. There could be no more simple, direct, and literal
expression of More's actual feeling than his words. Now any
definition of irony—though hundreds might be given, and very
few of them would be accepted—must include this, that the
surface meaning and the underlying meaning of what is said are
not the same. The only way to make out that we have irony
here is to suppose that More assumed that the vulgar would
think that he was speaking ironically, whereas he was really
serious—a very topsy-turvy explanation. Satire, however, with
which irony is often confused, would have passed.
A literary tour de force, a recrudescence, two or three generations
later, of the very respectable William Lamb (afterwards Lord Mel-
bourne), his unhappy wife, Lady Caroline Lamb, and Lord Byron.—
Times, (reincarnation, avatar, resurrection?)
Recrudescence is becoming a fashionable journalistic word. It
properly means the renewed inflammation of a wound, and so
the breaking out again of an epidemic, &c. It may reasonably
be used of revolutionary or silly opinions: to use it of persons
or their histories is absurd.
A colonel on the General Staff, while arguing for a continuation of
the struggle on metaphysical grounds, admitted to me that even if the
Russians regained Manchuria they would never succeed in colonizing
it. ... The Bourse Gazette goes still further. It says that war for any
definite purpose ceased with the fall of Mukden, and that its continua-
tion is apparent not from any military or naval actions, but from the
feeling of depression which is weighing upon all Russians and the
reports of the peace overtures.—Times.

